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Plurals and Apostrophes. We use an apostrophe to create plural forms in two limited situations:
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Forming plurals of compound nouns (grammar lesson). Beware Beware of of When a
compound noun is in the form [word] of [word] (e.g., cup of tea), the first word is. Plurals and
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Noun type Forming the plural Example ; Ends with -fe : Change f to v then Add -s : knife knives
life lives wife wives : Ends with -f : Change f to v then Add -es. Forming plurals of compound
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letters of the alphabet and when we are trying to. Plurals: Worksheets pdf, handouts to print,
lessons, printable exercises, videos. Plural of the nouns: regular and irregular plurals in English
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Mar 1, 2008. Use Worksheet 6 to promote discussion about grammar and plural subjects taking
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Plural Nouns: Parts of Speech from EnchantedLearning.com.
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If the word ends in s, x, z, ch, or sh, the plural is usually formed by adding 'es.. Ends with 'f' or 'fe'
(but not 'ff' or 'ffe'), Change the 'f' or 'fe' to 'ves', calf/calves, . Mar 1, 2008. Use Worksheet 6 to
promote discussion about grammar and plural subjects taking plural verbs. cherubim) or words
with no singular form (e.g. billiards, blues (music), mathematics, change -f to -ves, e.g.
thief/thieves. Printable spelling worksheets and activities: -ves plurals If a noun ends in a
consonant or a single vowel plus f or fe, the plural is sometimes formed by swapping .
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Free singular and plural nouns worksheets. CCSS 1.. Students write plural form of singular
nouns by adding "s".. Plural Nouns s, es, y-ies, f-ves Worksheet. Printable spelling worksheets
and activities: -ves plurals If a noun ends in a consonant or a single vowel plus f or fe, the plural
is sometimes formed by swapping .
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for pluralized letters of the alphabet and when we are trying to.
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